Realistic practice makes the perfect railway driver.
• Driving in adverse conditions
(different weather and track
conditions, reduced visibility etc.)
• Advanced operation skills, e.g.
training to handle malfunctions/
incidents and operating sequences
in hazardous situations

HENSOLDT is a leading
simulator manufacturer
offering training systems for
all kinds of railway vehicles.
The solution are built upon our
long-standing experience in the
field and provide extremely high
availability and exceptionally
low maintenance.
Modular Driving Simulator
Systems
The use of commercial-off-the-shelf
components and a modular system
design enables the performance and
cost of ownership to be optimised,
as well as seamless implementation
of updates.
The driving simulators have been
designed for reproducible practical
exercises in a virtual world, close to
a real, typical railway environment.
Simulators and training systems are
in service with customers in Europe,
Asia and the Middle East.

Thus, in addition to enhancing the
quality of driver training, training
time can be reduced and a constant
high level of proficiency can be
guaranteed over the long term.

Part-Task Trainer

Education, Assessment and
Research
Permitting the maximum possible
relief of railway traffic by reducing
the need to operate driving school
trains, the train driving simulators
have been designed for training,
evaluation and assessment in
the following fields:

• Studying/teaching fundamentals in
driver technique and practice under
normal and special conditions
• Practice in correct handling, e.g.
use of the brake system in various
situations
• Forward-looking driving skills
• Stress-reduction training due to the
influence of driver workload (heavy
traffic conditions, situation-related
stress patterns etc.)

Highly Detailed Databases
We offer a highly detailed databases
allowing even the conducting of route
familiarisation exercises. A database
editor including a large, customised
library of track elements and scene
objects is available to customers.
This enables easy upgrades to adapt
the databases to evolving customer
needs and to make use of the
continuously growing performance
of image generators.
Using the implemented exercise
editor, the instructor can easily define
appropriate driving lessons based
on the student’s individual skills
and knowledge.
The ability to set events and
malfunctions during the exercise
online brings further training benefits
as the trainee has to solve the
problem according to the relevant
procedures. Furthermore, a faultfinding station allows the driver to
inspect and operate any system in
the entire train to practise complete
recovery procedures as set out in
the train operating instructions.
An observer station, connected to

ICE 4 High-Speed Train Driving Simulator

the simulator system, allows other
students to follow the ongoing
simulator training.
Cost-Effective Training –
Customised Solutions
Due to the high level of detail of
the vehicle replica, both in terms of
hardware and software, it is possible
to conduct operational training for
drivers on specific locomotives
and cross-border training, thereby
enhancing the introduction of a new
fleet. Our train simulators have been
developed to meet customer-specific
requirements, covering different
types of freight and passenger trains,
including the respective operational
procedures.
The product portfolio includes
railway simulators for EMUs, DMUs,
multiple units, high-speed trains

(running up to 330 km/h, e.g. ICE 3,
ICE 4, ETR 500, AGV, Velaro Russia,
Velaro Turkey), short and longdistance trains, as well as metros,
LRVs and streetcars.
Our proven products cover the
whole range of simulator segments
from CBT and part-task trainers up to
full mission simulators (motion/fixed
based); they may include exchange
concepts for driver desks or complete
cabs to deal with fleet diversifications,
as well as unique visual solutions
offering a total field of view of approx.
90° horizontally by 45° vertically.
The simulators are offered with any
kind of signalling and safety system in
operation at the individual customer,
i.e. KVB, ZUB, LZB/PZU, RSC,
SCMT, GSM-R bi-mode and ERTMS.

“The use of simulators allows the enhancement of driver training
quality, the reduction of training time and, at the same time,
guarantees a constant high level of proficiency over the long term.”
Highly Visual Simulation

